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Abstract. As autonomous systems become more prevalent, methods for their verification will become more
widely used. Model checking is a formal verification technique that can help ensure the safety of autonomous
systems, but in most cases it cannot be applied by novices, or in its straight “off-the-shelf” form. In order to
be more widely applicable it is crucial that more sophisticated techniques are used, and are presented in a way
that is reproducible by engineers and verifiers alike. In this paper we demonstrate in detail two techniques that
are used to increase the power of model checking using the model checker SPIN. The first of these is the use of
embedded C code within Promela specifications, in order to accurately reflect robot movement. The second is to
use abstraction together with a simulation relation to allow us to verify multiple environments simultaneously.
We apply these techniques to a fairly simple system in which a robot moves about a fixed circular environment
and learns to avoid obstacles. The learning algorithm is inspired by the way that insects learn to avoid obstacles
in response to pain signals received from their antennae. Crucially, we prove that our abstraction is sound for our
example system—a step that is often omitted but is vital if formal verification is to be widely accepted as a useful
and meaningful approach.
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1. Introduction
Robots are being used more and more in order to automate everyday mundane tasks from housecleaning and
parcel delivery to production-line assembly. They are also being used in situations where humans simply can
not venture—due to distance (aerospace systems) and safety (in accident situations) etc.—and are increasingly
required to operate autonomously i.e. theymustmake their own decisions based on the state of their environment.
In order to achieve public acceptance autonomous systems must be shown to behave rationally.
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Formal verification allows us to go some way towards providing a guarantee of safety of such systems.
However, in order for it to be applied successfully to complex autonomous systems, the usefulness of formal
verification techniques needs to be demonstrated for simple, single agent systems, with clear examples of how
more advanced techniques can be applied.
In this paper we focus specifically on a type of system in which robots emulate primitive beetles. These robots
use a dual sensor system to navigate environments. They have a pair of antennas, each of which has two sensors:
one at a short distance from the robot that generates an inherent pain signal on collisionwith anobstacle (proximal
sensor); and one further from the robot which the robot uses to learn to use over time (distal sensor). A pain
stimulus prompts the use of the distal sensors to predict a collision (and change course in order to avoid a further
pain signal). Note that the two sensors on each antenna imitate two pairs of antennas (like those of beetle-like
insects). The proximal sensors represent a short pair of antennas, and the distal sensors a long pair. In previous
work [KKT+10] simulation has been used in order to determine whether, for a given learning algorithm and
parameter set, a robot would be able to successfully navigate a variety of environments (without crashing) by
learning to respond more (or less) vigorously to signals from their sensors. In this paper, we show in detail how
we have used enhanced model checking techniques to provide a more formal and rigorous assessment of these
systems than is possible using simulation and physical testing alone.
Model checking [CGP99,Mer00,MOSS99] is auseful technique for verifyingproperties of concurrent systems.
It involves constructingamathematical representationof a system(amodel)which is thenused todefineall possible
behaviours of the system, under given initial conditions. The model is constructed using a specification language,
and checked using an automated model checker for satisfaction of a set of desired (temporal logic) properties.
Failure of the model to satisfy a property of the system indicates that the model does not accurately reflect the
behaviour of the system, that there is an error in the original system, or that the property has been incorrectly
stated (i.e. it did not correctly define the desired behaviour). Examination of counterexamples provided by the
model checker enable the user to refine the model or property, or, more importantly, to debug the original system.
The benefit of model checking over simulation is that all behaviours (for given initial conditions) can be checked
at once, rather than via a lengthy (and incomplete) series of test runs. The disadvantage is that construction of
the model in the first place is a technical process, requiring a high degree of expertise. The modeller needs to
decide what level of abstraction to use: or in other words, which information about the system can be ignored.
Once a model is created, the generated behaviours (i.e. the state-space) may still be prohibitively large, requiring
an even greater level of ingenuity to reduce the state-space to a tractable size. This may involve a further layer of
abstraction to create a model that is in some way equivalent to the original.
Although model checking allows us to verify all behaviours of a system, with a given initial configuration,
a new verification of the model must be run for every initial configuration. For a fixed environment size this
could of course be avoided by introducing a new dummy initial state and non-deterministically selecting the next
state corresponding to the original set of initial configurations. However, this would not allow us to verify every
feasible configuration for every environment size with the same model. In this paper we describe a method of
abstraction, in which we replace the representation of an explicit environment by a smaller dynamic one, whereby
multiple sets of initial conditions (specifically, different obstacle configurations), and environments of all sizes
above a prescribed minimum size are merged into one model. Not only is our model tractable, but infinitely
many different scenarios are represented by the same model. The system and our models have been described
in previous work [KMPD13]. In this paper we focus on two aspects that are not previously published and are
of particular relevance to the automated verification community. Specifically, we describe the Promela models,
focusing on the use of embedded C code to allow for realistic representation of robot movement, and we describe
our abstraction process in detail, providing a full proof that our abstraction is sound. Our proof relies on showing
that there is a simulation relation [CGP99] between two models. The first model is specified at a level that is close
to simulation code, and contains an agent whose behaviour represents a single robot moving within a specific
environment. The second model is more abstract and not only represents a robot moving within any of a given
class of environment, but merges equivalent views into a single view. For simplicity we restrict our explanation
to include a single robot. We explain how our approach can be extended to a more complex scenario in Sect. 6,
and in more detail in [KMPD13].
Note that although the use of embedded C code in Promela is fairly common, there are no clear, detailed
published examples of its use (although basic instructions are available in Spin textbooks, such as [Hol04]). We
provide all of our code, LT L property declarations, and instructions for compilation and verification on our
website [KMP]. Although abstraction is a widely-used method for state-space reduction, the particular method
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used is dictated by the nature of the underlying system to be verified. Our abstraction is tailored to a learning
agent. Our presentation is unusual in that we justify our abstraction via a soundness proof.
2. Background
2.1. Validation of robot systems
Even simple robot implementations can exhibit complex behaviours [Bra84] because the actions of the robot
influence its sensor inputs which in turn change the behaviour of the robot. Such a behaviour loop is generally
non-linear and disturbed by noise. This makes it difficult to benchmark robot behaviour. In order to test if a
robot is successful (in some way) one would usually conduct numerous simulation runs with different boundary
or starting conditions and then perform statistical analysis on the results to calculate the probability at which
the robot will fail. However, using this approach will not provide certainty that the robot will not fail in any
situation. For example, a robot might get stuck in a corner and oscillate there forever. This situation may be rare
and not be exposed by classical simulation. In a mission critical context it is essential that even the most unlikely
scenario is explored. In our system the primary concern is to establish whether an unstable, simple learning
algorithm can always produce a successful behaviour, in all circumstances. Our approach aims to demonstrate
whether simple, learning algorithms can achieve seemingly complex avoidance behaviour—originally observed
in biological systems—, or to identify possible failures of this learning.
Providing predictions about the failure or success of an robot (agent)1 becomes even more difficult when the
robot is able to learn from its experience [PvW03]. In our case the robot learns to avoid obstacles by utilising
its sensors and then turns away before it collides with them. However, this avoidance behaviour might render a
perfectly functioning robot into one that is error-prone, for example because of an ill-adjusted learning weight.
In this paper we show howmodel checking, combined with abstraction, is used to verify properties of a robot
system.While classical simulation provides at best a probability of failure or success, model checking can provide
definite answers. For example, if a robot can get stuck in a corner, model checking will detect it. Model checking
is therefore a powerful tool for analysing mission critical robot scenarios, providing assurance that a system is fit
for purpose.
2.2. The system
In this paper we describe two particular aspects concerning the model checking of a system consisting of a robot
learning to avoid obstacles within a fixed environment. Details of the physical system are given in [KMPD13]. In
this paper we provide only a high level description that is sufficient to justify our modelling decisions. Most of
the assumptions or simplifications that we make are similar to those made in previous work involving simulation
[KKT+10].
A learning system consists of: a robot (agent), a set of obstacles (objects that are impassable by the robot)
and an environment (an open area that can contain robots and obstacles). Note that for our explicit models the
environment is wrapped around on itself, such that when an agent moves off the edge of the environment it will
return from the side opposite to its exit trajectory.
A robot senses its surroundings via sensors and responds by turning and driving motors. It has two sensor
pairs, one pair of proximal sensors and one of distal sensors. The right antenna contains the right proximal and
distal sensors (and similarly for the left antenna). The robot uses learning to attempt to avoid collisions. This
involves responding to the signals from its distal sensors by changing its trajectory.
An environment has a defined density. In this paper this density refers to the reciprocal of the minimum
distance between obstacles. We define this minimum distance to be such that no two obstacles can be in contact
with the robot at a given time. This assumption simplifies our model, but could be relaxed if necessary.
1 In the context or our software model we refer to an “agent", whereas the term “robot" is used for the physical system.
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The robot learns by using a form of temporal sequence learning ([SB87, PW06]) called input correlation
learning (ICO learning). Learning takes place when the robot collides with an obstacle after receiving a signal
from its distal sensors. When the collision occurs the robot receives a pain signal from its proximal sensors which
is correlated to an earlier signal from the distal sensors. In this case the robot learns to turn more vigorously to
distal signals. Specifically, this is achieved by using the difference between the signals received from its left and
right pairs of sensors, which can be interpreted as error signals [Bra84].
2.3. Robot movement
We first make a distinction between the actual movement of the physical robot, and the movement as represented
in our models (by an agent), which is based on the representation used in simulation. The robot’s movements are
dictated by simply responding to environmental stimuli, the simulator uses equations to emulate these responses.
It is important to realise that the fairly complex calculations that are used in the simulation code and Promela
models are not performed by the robot. As simulation alone is not sufficient to check all possible behaviour,
we build a Promela model based on the simulator code, so that we can use model checking to verify behaviour.
Rather than our model exactly following the simulator approach, we have modified things slightly so as to model
the system from the robot’s perspective (with obstacles moving towards it). This not only allows us to reduce
the size of the state space, but is a useful approach when we come to developing a further abstraction in which
multiple environments are considered within a single model. This approach has also been (independently) used
in the model checking of swarm navigation algorithms [AICE15], where it was shown to reduce the size of the
state space considerably.
In this section we describe the observed movement of the robot and its environment. We explain how this
movement is simulated using equations and projected onto a fixed, central position for use in our Promelamodels,
in Sect. 3.
The robotmoves ina circular environmentby responding to thepresence (ornot) ofobstacles in its surrounding
area. Note that the use of a circular environment will make our polar representation (see Sect. 3) less complex. A
fixed rate of learning, i.e. the learning rate λ, is assumed. At any time there is a learning weight ωd associated with
the robot. If an obstacle is detected on its distal sensors the robot will turn an angle that is determined by the
current value of ωd . If an obstacle is detected on its proximal sensors then the robot will turn a predetermined
angle (90◦) to avoid it. If an obstacle is detected on a distal sensor and then subsequently on the paired proximal
sensor then ωd is increased (by an amount proportional to the learning rate). The result is an increased angle of
turning after all subsequent distal sensor obstacle detections. If no obstacle is detected, the robot will continue
in the current angle of projection.
At any moment, there is a relatively small set of points at which an obstacle can interact with the robot. These
points are contained in a conic area in front of the robot. We call this area the cone of influence. The size of the
cone of influence can be calculated from the specification of the robot and of the environment (including the
nature of obstacles, within its environment). We assume the maximum distance between any two points in the
cone is less than the minimum distance between any two obstacles in an environment and hence there can only
be one obstacle in the cone at a given time. This defines the density of the environment (see Sect. 2.2).
The widest point of the cone of influence is calculated by adding the distance between the tips of the robot’s
antennas to the radius of two obstacles (154 units in our case). In addition, the edge of the cone must be at
least one obstacle’s width from the robot’s antennas. Note that for simplicity, we assume that all obstacles have
the same width. If this were not the case, this distance would be the maximum width of any obstacle. Figure 1
illustrates the cone of influence when the robot is in what we call the default position (i.e. at the pole, travelling
due North); it also shows the measurements in relative units—where 1 unit is the movement rate of the robot.
In Fig. 2 we show how the robot responds to an obstacle in its cone of influence. Again, in this example,
we assume that the robot is in the default position. On detecting an obstacle on the left antenna the robot first
turns to the right (by an angle determined by the current learning weight ωd ) and then moves forward in the
new direction. In order to simulate the robot movement, calculation of the new position is fairly straightforward,
using standard geometry. This is described in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 1. Cone of influence
Fig. 2. Response to distal signal
2.4. Spin
Temporal logic model checking [CGP99] involves creating a mathematical representation (model) of a system
from which all behaviours can be generated. These behaviours take the form of a graph (or state-space) in which
nodes represent states and edges transitions between states.
The SPIN model checker creates models from specifications expressed in the Promela specification language,
and has been used to trace logical errors in distributed systems designs, such as operating systems [Cat94, KL02],
computer networks [YT01], railway signalling systems [CGM+97], wireless sensor network communication pro-
tocols [SLM+09], industrial robot systems [WBBK11] and river basinmanagement systems [GMS16]. SPIN can be
used to check for assertion violations, deadlock and satisfaction of Linear Time temporal Logic (LT L) formulas
(see Sect. 2.5).
2.4.1. Promela
Promela is an imperative style specification language designed for the description of network protocols. In general,
a Promela specification consists of a series of global variables, channel declarations and proctype (process
template) declarations. Individual processes can be defined as instances of parameterised proctypes. A special
process, the init process, can also be declared. This process will contain any array initialisations, for example,
as well as run statements to initiate process instantiation. If no such initialisations are required, and processes
are not parameterised, the init process can be omitted and processes declared to be immediately active, via the
active keyword.
The Promela do...od construct provides a way of expressing a loop in which commands are repeatedly
selectednon-deterministically until a break statement is executed.Choices aredenoted ::statement. In addition,
Promela allows us to group together statements that should be executed as an uninterrupted sequence (i.e., before
another component executes a transition) using an atomic statement or a d step statement. Note that whereas a
blocking statement within an atomic statement would merely cause the atomicity to be broken, such a blocking
statement would cause an error if present within a d step statement. A d step statement is further restricted
(disallowing jumps in or out of the statement via goto statements) in order to ensure that its contents can be
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executed as an indivisible statement for which the intermediate states need not be stored. (An atomic block that
does not violate the d step conditions is in fact treated the same as a d step block.)
Promela specifications in which all statements for a given proctype are contained within a do...od loop in
which the statement choices have the form: ::atomic{guard->command} (or ::d step{guard->command}) are
said to be in Guarded Command Form (GCF).
GCF is a common specification form and generally consists of one global loop over a choice of statements
of the form guard->command. The precise definition of the form depends on the specification language. In some
model checking tools (e.g., MurPhi [Dil96] and SMV [McM93]) models are specified directly in this form. GCF
for Promela was described in [CM08] as a way of simplifying the connection between a Promela specification and
its underlying model. We use GCF in all Promela specifications described in this paper for similar reasons.
An inline function in Promela is similar to a macro and is simply a segment of replacement text for a symbolic
name (which may have parameters). The body of the inline function is pasted into a proctype definition at each
point that it is called. An inline function can not return a value, but may change the value of any variable referred
to within it.
Properties are either specified using assert statements embedded in the body of a proctype (to check for
unexpected reception, for example), an additional monitor process (to check global invariance properties), or via
LT L properties (LT L will be described in more detail in Sect. 2.5.1). LT L properties that are to be checked for
the system are defined in terms of Promela within a construct known as a never claim. A never claim can be
thought of as a Promela encoding of a Bu¨chi automaton representing the negation of the property to be checked.
As an example, consider the property 〈〉([]omegaD  0) (along every path, eventually the variable omegaD
is always 0). This can be verified by defining proposition a to be (omegaD  0) and including the associated
never-claim as follows:
#define a (omegaD == 0)
never { /* !(<> ( [] a)) */
T0_init:
if
:: (! ((a))) -> goto accept_S9
:: (1) -> goto T0_init
fi;
accept_S9:
if
:: (1) -> goto T0_init
fi;
}
An error path (in which a does not eventually become continuously true) will be detected by SPIN as a repeating
sequence in which the state labelled with the accept prefix is visited. This is known as an acceptance cycle.
Alternatively, if a is defined within the code then the LT L property can be translated into a Promela never claim
via the command line option -f as follows:
spin -f ‘<> ( [] a)’
Since Spin version 6 an even simpler method for declaring LT L properties has been available, namely the
inclusion of an LT L formula inline within the Promela specification. For example, the property above can now
simply be declared thus:
#define a (omegaD == 0)
ltl property1 { <>[] a }
All of our code, including LT L property declarations, and instructions for compilation and verification are
available from our website [KMP].
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2.4.2. Embedded C code
A useful feature of SPIN is that it allows for the use of C code embedded within a Promela specification as C
code macros. This functionality has been available since SPIN version 4, released in 2003. The use of embedded C
code is described in the SPIN reference manual [Hol04], but illustrations of its use in real-world applications are
rare. The primary reason for the use of C code in SPIN is to provide support for programs already written in C
with minimal translation into Promela, not for use in hand-written Promela specifications. This approach does
not scale well, and has since been superseded by verification tools that work directly on implementation level
descriptions [Hol03].
We employ embedded C code for a different reason - to allow us to reflect the (continuous) movement of a
robot at discrete time steps. The increased accuracy afforded by the use of mathematical functions available using
C code outweighs the increased complexity resulting from its use. For the learning agent systems we model, the
precision at which we represent the movement of the robot is important—we are interested in whether a robot
has collided with an obstacle or avoided it. The distinction between a near miss and contact is vital.
Embedded C code allows one to reduce a model’s state-space by changing variables from Promela into C
code, where the variables no longer create new states (although it is possible to include them as state variables if
necessary). For example, variables used for intermediate calculations that are not relevant (i.e., do not affect the
truth, or otherwise, of any property being verified) can be stored and manipulated in C code, but not stored as
part of the state-vector. This gives a significant advantage in terms of tractability. Note that the use of c track
declarations (see below) allow us to control which variables in the C code are visible to the model checker, so that
we do not ignore crucial variables.
Note that although using embedded C code allows complex calculations, variables in Promela that are stored
in the state vector can not take real values and so must be approximated. This does not result in loss of accuracy
during collision detection—we are only concerned as to whether the robot has crashed, representing the exact
position of a collision is unnecessary.
Using embedded C code does pose some drawbacks in addition to its increased expressiveness. First, it
requires a much greater understanding of the SPIN model checker, particularly the syntax for the inclusion of C
code. Second, examining counterexamples from failed verifications is a more tedious process. Counterexamples
can be analysed, but this involves additional compilation of one of SPIN’s output files and the parsing of the
resulting compiled file. However, it is possible to automate this analysis. In this section we describe the semantics
of the embedded C code. We illustrate the use of embedded C code in Sect. 4.
The most common constructs used to embed C code in Promela specifications are:
c decl: A c decl primitive can appear only in the global declarations of a Promela specification. It allows for C
code datatypes to be embedded into a model. Figure 3a shows how a c decl primitive is inserted into a Promela
program.
Here the C code typedef is used to create a struct that is a polar coordinate (containing a distance and an
angle). This coordinate can be used in calculations within the Promela or in other sections of embedded C code,
and it can be referenced in LT L formulas when checking properties of the model.
c state: A c state primitive can appear only as a global declaration. It allows for C code variables to be defined
in the Promela code that are part of themodel’s state-space. The c state variables can be defined asGlobal,Local,
or Hidden. Global variables have a common value for all processes; additionally, they are used when generating
the state-space of the model. Hidden variables are declared globally in the Promela code although they are not
used when generating the model’s state-space. They can, however, be used for calculations in the Promela code.
Local variables are local to a process, but will still be part of the state-space. Figure 3b shows three declarations
of c state variables.
There are three possible fields for each declaration, they are: variable type and name, visibility, and initial
value. Note that the local variable (antenPos) has the name of the process it is local to after the keyword Local.
Also note, antenPos is initiated to the same value as agentPos.
c code: A c code primitive can appear anywhere within a Promela specification. Once reached, the C codewithin
the c code primitive is executed unconditionally and automatically. Use of this primitive is illustrated in Fig. 3c.
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c_decl {
typedef struct polarCoord {
int d,a;
} polarCoord;
}
(a) Example use of c decl
c_state ‘‘polarCoord obPos’’ ‘‘Global’’
c_state ‘‘polarCoord agentPos’’ ‘‘Hidden’’
c_state ‘‘polarCoord antenPos’’ ‘‘Local proc1’’
‘‘now.agentPos’’
(b) Example uses of c state
do
:: c_code {position1.d++; now.agentPos.d++;}
od;
(c) Example use of c code
do
:: c_expr {position1.d == position2.d}
c code {now.agentCrash = true;}
od;
(d) Example use of c expr
c_track ‘‘&moveDist’’ ‘‘sizeof(int)’’
(e) Example use of c track
Fig. 3. C code constructs
Here the C code is simply incrementing two integers in structs. The “now.” prefix indicates that it is referring
to the internal state vector for the model. (The internal state vector is used to generate the state-space for the
model.)
c expr: A c expr primitive is equivalent to the c code primitive except that it is not executed unconditionally. It
is only executed if it returns a non-zero value when its test is evaluated. Figure 3d shows an example conditional
statement that could be used in a c expr. If the positions are equal (a non-zero value is returned), the c code
primitive is executed.
c track: Any C code variables that directly affect the value of Promela variables must be tracked during a
verification. The c track primitive allows us to do this. Each c track declaration refers to the memory location
and size of a C variable to be tracked. The use of this primitive allows the associated variables to be tracked during
the verification of the model, while allowing for the normal verification of properties. It is important to note that
even if an embedded C code variable does not directly affect a Promela variable, it may affect it indirectly so will
still need to be tracked. A c track declaration is shown in Fig. 3e.
The C code variable moveDist is tracked using the c track primitive. Here ‘&’ denotes the memory location,
while “sizeof(int)” indicates that the variable is the size of an integer.
2.5. The formal model
In order to be able to reason about ourmodels, we provide formal semantics.We define aKripke structure [Kri63]
as the formal model of our system. Note that for model checking we do not need to be aware of the underlying
semantics (indeed, the model checker represents the system as a Bu¨chi automaton [Bu¨c60]). However, to prove
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that our abstract model preserves LT L properties (in Sect. 5.2) we will reason about the underlying Kripke
structures of our Promela programs.
Definition 2.1 Let AP be a set of atomic propositions. A Kripke structure over AP is a tuple M  (S , s0,R,L)
where S is a finite set of states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, R ⊆ S × S is a transition relation and L : S → 2AP is a
function that labels each state with the set of atomic propositions true in that state. We assume that the transition
is total, that is, for all s ∈ S there is some s ′ ∈ S such that (s, s ′) ∈ R. A path in M is a sequence of states
π  s0, s1, . . . such that for all i , 0 ≤ i , (si , si+1) ∈ R.
2.5.1. Linear time temporal logic
To specify properties of Kripke Structures we employ LT L. An LT L formula is either a state formula or a path
formula. A state formula is either true, an atomic proposition or a boolean combination of state formulas. A path
formula is either a state formula or has the form ¬φ1, φ1 ∧ φ2 or φ1 Uφ2, where φ1 and φ2 are path formulas and
U is the standard (strong) until operator. We also use the common abbreviations [] and 〈〉, to denote for all states
on a path, and for some state on a path (i.e. eventually) respectively.
For model M  (S , s0,R), if state formula φ holds at a state s ∈ S then we write s | φ. For a path π with
initial state s0 and path formula φ, π | φ implies that φ is true at s0. We write M| φ when φ holds for every
path. For example, if p is a proposition, M| []p if p holds for all states on every path, and M| 〈〉p if p is true
for at least one state on every path.
In Sect. 1 we considered the necessity of verifying a new model per initial configuration. This could theo-
retically be avoided by introducing a new dummy initial state and non-deterministically selecting the next state
corresponding to the original set of initial configurations. Apart from the potential blow-up in the size of the
state-space, since LT L only allows us to check properties that hold for every path, we would be restricted to prov-
ing properties that hold for every initial configuration. Our abstraction approach (see Sect. 5) involves clustering
initial configurations (according to original obstacle placement). This reduces the number of verification runs
required but in a more controlled way.
2.5.2. φ-simulation relation
A simulation relation (H ) [Mil71] is a relation between the states of two Kripke structures, M and M′ that
preserves LT L properties. If we have a model M that is too large for us to verify properties for, if it is possible to
create a model M′ that simulates M, we can verify properties for M′, and thus infer that they hold for M.
For brevity we use a simplified form of simulation relation that is property specific. Our relation is called a
φ-simulation relation.
Let APφ denote the set of atomic propositions in property φ, and for any state s , let Lφ(s) denote the label of
s with respect to APφ (i.e. the set of propositions from APφ true at s). The following definition is adapted from
[CGP99]:
Definition 2.2 Given two structuresM (S , s0,R,L) andM′ (S ′, s ′0,R′,L′) whose sets of propositions contain
APφ , a relation Hφ ⊆ (S × S ′) is a φ-simulation relation between M and M′ if and only if for all (s, s ′) ∈ Hφ
1. Lφ(s)  Lφ(s ′)
2. For every state s1 ∈ S such thatR(s, s1) there is a state s ′1 ∈ S ′ with the property thatR′(s ′, s ′1), andHφ(s1, s ′1).
We say thatM′ φ-simulatesM (denotedbyMφM′) if there exists aφ-simulation relationHφ such thatHφ(s0, s ′0).
The following theorem is also adapted from one in [CGP99]:
Theorem 2.1 Suppose MφM′. Then M′ | φ implies M | φ.
We illustrate the concept of φ-simulation via Fig. 4. Suppose that φ is the property []p, and that the labels
of all of the states contain p. Note that we are not interested in the other propositions true at each state when
verifying φ, and we can assume that the states matched in our simulation below have different labels in general,
although they all contain p. The simulation relation here is:
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Fig. 4. φ Simulation relation. All states satisfy p and φ  []p.eps
Hφ 
{
(s0, s ′0), (s1, s
′
1), (s2, s
′
1), (s3, s
′
1), (s4, s
′
1), (s5, s
′
1),
(s6, s ′2), (s7, s
′
3), (s8, s
′
3), (s9, s
′
4), (s10, s
′
5)
}
In the following, we refer to the “paths in Pi” (“paths in P ′i”) as the set of paths consisting of s0 (s ′0) and the set
of subpaths contained in the box labelled Pi (Pi ′) in Fig. 4. Note that the paths in P1 and P2 in M are mapped
to the paths in P ′1 in M′, and the paths in P3 are mapped to the paths in P ′2, as indicated by the arrows in the
diagram.
3. Simulated robot movement
In this section we describe how the observed movement of the robot is simulated using mathematical equations,
which will be incorporated into our Promela models in Sects. 4 and 5. We use a similar approach to that used in
existing simulation code, although the translation of the position of the robot to and from the default position is
unique to the Promela models. Note that the original simulation has been described in previous work [KKT+10]
and we make similar assumptions to those contained therein. Our models use an agent to simulate the movement
of the robot. Whereas the robot simply responds to environmental stimuli, equations are used to reposition the
agent in a way that emulates these responses. Although our agent is more of an abstract concept (i.e. doesn’t
physically exist, move in an environment, or have antennas, for example), in this section we sometimes refer to it
as if it were a physical object. For example, when we say that a signal is received on the agent’s sensor, we simply
mean that the allocated position of an obstacle coincides with the theoretical position of the sensor (given the
current position and direction of movement of the agent).
We represent the environment as a polar grid; where the centre of the environment is the pole, and angles
are measured clockwise from a ray projected North from the pole (this represents the polar axis). The agent,
environment, and each obstacle have their centre points stored as polar coordinates. This representation allows
for precise angles to be stored, which is important because the robot turns an exact angle to avoid obstacles.
We define an agent whose transitions reflect the movement of the robot (and are determined mathematically,
according to the current position, angle, position of obstacles, and current learning rate). In Sect. 4 we show how
we use C code embedded in our Promela specification to determine the new position of the agent at every step.
Note that precise floating point values are rounded to determine whether a collision has occurred (for example)
but their floating point values are retained for future calculations.
We assume that there is one agent in an open, circular environment and that the radius of the environment is
200 units. Note that a circular environment makes our polar representation less complex for calculating the edges
of the environment. However, the use of a square, or another shape, for the environment is within the scope of
our approach.
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Fig. 5. Antenna signal strengths
Fig. 6. Example of an agent in an environment in the Explicit model
Like the robot, the agent learns to use its distal sensors to avoid colliding into obstacles. This is done by
comparing the sensor signals from the two antennas. If an obstacle is in a position where it would touch a sensor,
then a signal is said to have been received from that antenna with a value between 1 and 6, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
The overall signal (sig) is the difference between the signal received from the left and right antennas, and so
−6 ≤ sig ≤ 6. Since an obstacle can not touch both antennas simultaneously, sig ∈ {−6, 6} indicates a proximal
signal, 0 <| sig |< 6 a distal signal and sig  0 no signal.
If the boundary has been reached the agent is relocated to a position at the perimeter on the opposite side
from its orientation. The mathematical function required to do this relocation is discussed in Sect. 4.1.
Figure 6 shows an example of an agent in an explicit environment. Given an environmental density, it is
possible to place the agent and obstacles in a range of positions and angles. Each such placement is called a
configuration, and defines a set of initial conditions.
In our models, we are concerned with the position of the obstacles relative to the agent. The relative positions
can be found by assuming that, rather than the agent moving, obstacles move towards (or away) from the agent.
So the situation illustrated in Fig. 2 becomes that of Fig. 7.
Note that antennas are assumed to behave as perfect springs. This explains why, in Fig. 7, the antenna
appears to pass through the obstacle. In fact the antenna springs back until the agent has turned and the
antenna is released from the obstacle. This emulates insect antennae retracting upon contact. The antennas
can only sense one obstacle on a pair of proximal and distal sensors at a time. If there is more than one
obstacle along the line of an antenna, then the closest obstacle is used to produce the signal to the agent.
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Fig. 7. Translated response to distal signal
Fig. 8. Translation of agent to and from the default position
In fact, we assume that the distance between obstacles is such that this situation does not occur. An obstacle is
anything in the environment other than free space. The agent starts to move in the centre of an environment, and
there are no obstacles to inhibit it from doing so.
When an agent is not in the default position its new position is determined by mapping it to one that is. The
relative position of the agent to any obstacle is then calculated and the agent’s response is determined. The cone
of influence is then mapped back to the original position and the agent moved accordingly. This translation not
only simplifies our calculations, but aids our proof of abstraction (see Sect. 5.2).
In Fig. 8 we illustrate how this translation takes place. Two functions, T1 and T2 are used to map the agent
in an original position into the default position, and then back again once the movement of the agent has been
calculated.
Note that function T1 involves isolating a cone of influence around the agent and then mapping the agent and
that cone to the default position. Any obstacle is then moved towards the agent and then function T2 used to
return the agent to its new position in the grid, relative to the fixed position of the obstacle. In all cases, in order
to return the agent to the correct place, a record must be kept of the original coordinates of the agent relative to
the centre of the environment. This record is called the key, and is denoted Kn .
Functions T1 and T2, and calculation of agent movement in the default position are described fully in [Kir14].
We give a flavour of these calculations by describing function T1 in Sect. 3.1. Note that Sect. 3.1 is for reference
only, and can be omitted.
3.1. Translation function T1
The translation function T1 maps a state in our explicit model sEn to an equivalent state sRn in the
cone of influence representation. To calculate this translation, we take the original coordinates of the agent
and isolate the cone of influence around it. Once in this representation the translation is complete.
Note that all of the variable names introduced in this section are given, with explanations, in Table 1.
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Table 1. Variable names used in translation function
Variable name(s) Description
sEn State in explicit model
sRn Equivalent state in cone of influence representation
(eA, eD) Coordinates of the agent in explicit model
(oA, oD) Coordinates of obstacle nearest to agent (in explicit model)
(rel A, relD) Coordinates of obstacle nearest to agent, with respect to agent
lOrg and hOrg Distances of the agent from the Euclidean axes
lNew and hNew Distances of the obstacle nearest to agent, from the Euclidean axes
l Fin, hFin Horizontal and vertical distances between the agent and nearest obstacle
f Z Angle between agent and nearest obstacle
f R and f U Relative position of the agent to the nearest obstacle
rA Direction of movement of the agent relative to North
O ⊆ D × A Set of coordinates of all the obstacles in the environment
Z ⊆ D × A Set of coordinates that make up the agent’s cone of influence
Fig. 9. Triangles representing the calculations to convert from the original position to the default position
Let the coordinates of the agent in sEn be (eA, eD), and the coordinates in sRn be (0, 0). If there is no ob-
stacle within the cone of influence then there is no more to be done. In the rest of this section we assume that
there is an obstacle in the cone of influence, with coordinates (oA, oD).
We must now calculate the relative position (rel A, relD) of the obstacle with respect to the agent. To do this
we need to calculate (i) the distances of the agent from the Euclidean axes (lOrg and hOrg), (ii) the distances of
the obstacle from the Euclidean axes (lNew and hNew), (iii) the horizontal and vertical distances between the
agent and the obstacle, and the angle between them (l Fin, hFin and f Z ), (iv) the relative position of the agent
to the obstacle ( f R and f U ), and finally (v) rel A and relD. These calculations are done with the help of the
diagram shown in Fig. 9, containing triangles 1, 2 and 3. Note that rA denotes the direction of movement
of the agent relative to North.
Figure 9 shows the triangles which represent the Euclidean distances of the agent and the obstacle relative to
the centre of the environment. The coordinates of the agent and the obstacle are used to generate them.
Triangles1 and2 are made between the centre of the environment and the position of the agent or obstacle,
respectively. Triangle3 is calculated from triangles1 and2. It is used to calculate the agent’s cone of influence,
and the position of the obstacle inside it—relative to the centre of the agent. The Euclidean axes run in line with
the polar axis (due North), and perpendicular to this, passing horizontally through the pole, respectively.
In order to simplify our calculations in the remainder of this section we introduce some notation to denote
quadrants of the interval   {θ◦ : 0 ≤ θ ≤ 360}. The quadrants of  are [Q0], [Q1], [Q2] and [Q3], where
[Qi ]  {θ◦ : 90i ≤ θ ≤ 90(i + 1)}. For 0 ≤ i ≤ 3, (Qi ], [Qi ) and (Qi ), denote the corresponding intervals which
are open at one or both ends. For example (Q0]  {θ◦ : 0 < θ ≤ 90}.
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(i) Distances of the agent from the Euclidean axes
The distances from the centre of the agent to the vertical and horizontal Euclidean axis are represented in triangle
1 by lines of length lOrg and hOrg respectively. The line of length eD represents the distance from the origin
to the centre of the agent. Values lOrg and hOrg are calculated thus:
oZ  eA%90
(lOrg, hOrg) 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(eD, ), i f eA  90◦ or eA  270◦
(, eD), i f eA  0◦ or eA  180◦
((sin(oZ ) ∗ eD),
(cos(oZ ) ∗ eD)), i f eA ∈ (Q0) ∪ (Q2)
((cos(oZ ) ∗ eD),
(sin(oZ ) ∗ eD)), otherwise
(ii) Distances of the obstacle from the Euclidean axes
Distances (lNew and hNew) are calculated in a similar way, using triangle 2.
nZ  oA%90
(lNew, hNew) 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(oD, ), i f oA  90◦ or oA  270◦
(, oD), i f oA  0◦ or oA  180◦
((sin(nZ ) ∗ oD),
(cos(nZ ) ∗ oD)), if oA ∈ (Q0) ∪ (Q2)
((cos(nZ ) ∗ oD),
(sin(nZ ) ∗ oD)), otherwise
(iii) Distances and angle between the agent and obstacle.
Using triangles 1 and 2, we construct triangle 3 whose sides have lengths l Fin and hFin, the horizontal and
vertical distances between the agent and the nearest obstacle. The angle between the agent and the obstacle is the
angle between these two lines and is denoted fZ . Values of l Fin, hFin and f Z are calculated thus:
l Fin 
⎧
⎨
⎩
lOrg + lNew, i f eA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q1) and oA ∈ (Q2] ∪ [Q3) or
eA ∈ (Q2] ∪ [Q3) and oA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q1)
| lOrg − lNew |, otherwise
hFin 
⎧
⎨
⎩
hOrg + hNew, i f eA ∈ [Q0) ∪ (Q3) and oA ∈ (Q1] ∪ [Q2) or
eA ∈ (Q1] ∪ [Q2) and oA ∈ [Q0) ∪ (Q3)
| hOrg − hNew |, otherwise
f Z  arctan(hFin/l Fin)
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(iv) Relative position of the agent to the obstacle
Next we calculate the relative position of the agent to the obstacle, horizontally (fR) and vertically (fU ). Calcu-
lating whether the agent is further up and/or further right of the obstacle is necessary for calculating the angle of
the obstacle relative to the agent (relA). The values of fU and fR are calculated thus:
f R 
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1, i f eA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q1] and oA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q1] and lOrg > lNew or
eA ∈ [Q2] ∪ [Q3) and oA ∈ [Q2] ∪ [Q3) and lOrg < lNew or
eA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q1) and oA ∈ (Q2] ∪ [Q3)
0, otherwise
f U 
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1, i f eA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q3) and oA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q3) and hOrg > hNew or
eA ∈ [Q1] ∪ [Q2] and oA ∈ [Q1] ∪ [Q2] and hOrg < hNew or
eA ∈ [Q0] ∪ [Q3) and oA ∈ [Q1] ∪ [Q2]
0, otherwise
(v) Relative position of the obstacle with respect to the agent
We can now calculate the relative angle and the relative distance from the agent to the obstacle (relA and relD).
The angle relA ismeasured from the farthest anticlockwise point in the agent’s cone of influence (40◦ anticlockwise
from the direction that the agent is facing). The distance relD is the distance from the centre of the agent to the
centre of the obstacle. The values of relA and relD are calculated thus:
rel A  ((90 + (180 ∗ f R) + (2 ∗ f Z∗ | f R − f U |) − f Z ) − r A + 400)% 360
relD 
√
(hFin2 + l Fin2)
3.2. Relationship between simulation and verification models
The underlying model for the simulation is a hybrid automaton [ACH+95]. In this section we discuss the
relationship between this hybrid automaton and the Kripke structure associated with our explicit Promela
representation.
First let us define some notation associated with the robot simulation. Because of rounding, we can assume
that there are a finite number of co-ordinates (r , θ ) at which the robot can reach the boundary, call this set of
coordinates B . Similarly, there are finite sets of coordinate, angle θ1 pairs for which a robot travelling at angle θ1
can experience a proximal/distal collision with an obstacle, call these sets P and D respectively. Now we return to
the hybrid automaton. There is a set of locations, L, each identified by initial coordinates (r0, θ0), learning weight
ωd , and angle of movement, θ1. Within each location, coordinates vary continuously according to θ1 and the rate
of movement, until either (r , θ ) ∈ B , or ((r , θ ), θ1) ∈ P ∪ D . In each case, a transition occurs corresponding to
a wrap to the other side of the environment, or a proximal or distal collision, to a new location with new values
of (r0, θ0) and θ1. In the case of a proximal collision, the new location also has an updated associated value of
ωd .
By sampling at discrete time steps within the locations we can derive a discrete time hybrid automaton
(DHA) refinement of the Hybrid automaton [Sta02, AGLS01, TK02] which preserves vital system properties.
The locations of the hybrid automaton are replaced in the DHA by a finite set of states corresponding to
discrete positions along a continuous path, but the transitions between the locations of the hybrid automaton are
unchanged. Our use of C code in our Promela specification allows us to emulate this DHA. Our Kripke structure
is the integer-valued realisation of this DHA. We do not attempt to prove any formal relationship between our
Kripke structure and the original hybrid automaton for the simulation model. However, as the learning weight
does not change within the original locations, our properties are preserved.
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4. The Explicit representation
In this sectionwedescribeourPromela specificationandexplainhowwecalculate themovementof the agent.Note
that there are twomodels described in this paper. The first (in this section) describes amore explicit representation,
i.e. close to simulation code. We refer to this model as the Explicit model. Our other model (see Sect. 5) is an
abstraction of the Explicit model and we refer to it as the Abstract model. Note the use of capital letters to infer
a particular model (as opposed to a general explicit or abstract model). So as to avoid confusion, whenever we
refer to the current learning weight ωd or fixed learning rate λ of the agent, we do so via the variables/constants
used to represent them (omegaD and LAMBDA) in our Promela models. We will continue to do this in the remainder
of the paper.
4.1. The Promela specification of the Explicit model
Our initial Promela specification (i.e. the Explicit specification) is based on the original code used for simulation
[KKT+10]. All model checking requires some degree of abstraction, but due to closeness of the Explicit specifi-
cation to the original simulation code, we assume this specification (and its derivable model) to be concrete, i.e.
we do not question that the specification leads to a realistic model of the underlying system. A different model is
required per learning rate and environment.
An example Promela specification for the Explicit model with a given environment is shown in Fig. 10. Note
that all of our code (and instructions for its use) is available from our website [KMP].
We employ embeddedC code to implement themovement of the agent, i.e. to calculate the precise new location
of the agent given its current position and direction of movement, and the position of any obstacle touching its
antennas. For example, embedded C code is used to implement the calculations required for translation function
T1, as described in Sect. 3.1. Global variables representing the learning rate and the number of obstacles are
declared, and an array representing the environment is initialised within the init process. A file containing a
number of C-like macros and inline functions is included, namely newExMo.h, and a text file containing further
inline statements, namely newExMoInLines.txt is also included. One of the constants declared in the newExMo.h
file is LAMBDA, which denotes the learning rate. The use of embedded C code. requires the setup of some c track
(see Sect. 2.4) variables, which are used to monitor the relevant values in the calculations—including them as part
of the state-space. Note that c track variables do not need to be considered as part of the state-space as they can
be declared with the parameter “Unchecked" which stops them contributing to the state-space. However, they
will still be stored on the search stack during verification.
Each Explicit model contains a set of obstacles stored in an array (this is named arrObs[OBMAX] in Fig. 10).
The number of obstacles in the array varies depending on the size and density of the model. The constant
MAX OMEGAD is used for verification purposes, and is explained in Sect. 4.2.
Themain body of the code is in the process agent(), which defines the behaviour of the agent. This behaviour
is determined via a loop (a do...od loop, see Sect. 2.4). Everymovement of the agent corresponds to an execution
of the loop. If the boundary has not been reached, a sequence of inline functions are used to calculate the new
position of the agent and respond to any sensor signal. If the boundary has been reached the new position of
the agent is calculated via the WRAP function. This causes the agent to be relocated from its current position to
a position at the perimeter on the opposite side from its orientation, and is discussed in detail in later in this
section.
The inline function SCAN APPROACHING OBS returns a value indicating the position of any obstacle touching
the sensors and RESPOND updates the direction of movement of the agent and implements learning if appropriate.
There is an l inline function to deal with the situation when an agent collides with an obstacle head on, namely
the HEAD ON function. This type of collision is special because it means that the agent has crashed into an obstacle
without it contacting any of its antennas. In this case the agent continues to try to drive forward, and this results
in it slipping to one side of the obstacle, which causes contact with one of its proximal sensors. Because it is largely
random as to which side the agent slips to, we select which agent’s antenna is contacted non-deterministically.
Note that there is a small additional assumption here: that the agent slides to one side of the obstacle. This is
a result of the surfaces of the obstacle and the agent being rounded and the fluctuations in the wheels’ driving
forces (this behaviour can be observed in the physical system). A description of the inline functions (including
those called from other functions) is given in Table 2.
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Fig. 10. Example Promela specification for the Explicit model
Learning occurs during the RESPOND TO OB BY TURNING function. For learning to occur there needs to be a
temporal overlap between the proximal and distal sensor signals. We test for this overlap using variables sig and
prevSig. The test works by checking if a proximal signal (|sig| ±6) corresponds to a previous distal signal
(0 <|prevSig|< 6). If so, the agent’s learningweight (omegaD) is incrementedby its learning rate (LAMBDA)—which
is 1 in this model. The new value of omegaD is then factored into the agent’s future movement calculations.
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Table 2. Inline functions
Name Purpose
SCAN APPROACHING OBS Scans the area in front of the agent for obstacles. This area is restricted to
distances and angles at which an obstacle may interact with the agent.
Uses function GET OB REL TO AGENT
GET OB REL TO AGENT Calculates the centre of an obstacle relative to the centre of the agent
RESPOND updates the signal from the agent’s antennas then calls the
RESPOND TO OB BY TURNING function
RESPOND TO OB BY TURNING Turns the agent in response to the signals from its antennas. If the signals
indicate a proximal reaction then the LEARN function is called. If the
obstacle is touching the agent then the CRASH function is called
LEARN Causes the agent to learn; i.e., increments omegaD using the defined value
of LAMBDA
CRASH Evaluates the movement of the agent after it has collided with an obsta-
cle. If collision is head-on then the HEAD ON function is called. Other-
wise a proximal turning response occurs
HEAD ON Evaluates the movement of the agent after it has collided head-on with
an obstacle. Eventually results in a proximal turning response
MOVE AGENT Moves the agent forward in the direction of its current orientation. Calls
the MOVE FORWARD function
MOVE FORWARD Calculates the new position of the agent after moving forward. If the
agent has reached the perimeter of the environment, sets a variable
(doWrap) to 1
WRAP Wraps the position of the agent to the other side of the environment,
using the point at which the agent approaches the perimeter of the
environment and the orientation of the agent as it approaches
The agent is initiated within the init process. Note that in the example specification shown in Fig. 10 an
environment is defined in the init process. Usually, we call an environment from a set of stored environments
defined as inline functions within the file newExMoInLines.txt.
The functions in the Promela specification are declared in the underlying C code where real variables are used
in their calculations. It should be noted that these real variables aremaintained and stored throughout verification
of the model. In order for some of these values to generate different states in the model their values are rounded
to whole numbers and stored separately as part of the state vector.
In order for models to be generated faster, we automate the calculations for a set of legal obstacles (i.e. to set
the values in the arrObs array). This allows us to generate an environment for every model. This auto-generation
code requires as input: an environmental density, a size of obstacle, and a size of environment. From these values,
the auto-generation code produces an array of legal obstacles. Note, for these models we stipulate that there are
no obstacles in the centre of the environment. The agent will always start at the centre of the environment. These
restrictions are not essential, but they are sensible assumptions to make.
Two LT L properties are shownat the bottomof the example specification.We simply uncomment the property
that we wish to verify (full instructions can be found in our appendix on our website [KMP]).
Note that our specification is in GCF, see Sect. 2.4.
4.1.1. The WRAP function
Note that our simulations and models are different to those described in [KKT+10] as there are no boundaries
imposed on our environments. The removal of boundaries is a simplification that allows us to present a proof of
concept analysis with a simpler system in which the agent responds to collisions with obstacles, but not with any
sort of boundary wall. Removing the boundaries is consistent with our simulation model and also helps us in our
abstraction (see Sect. 5). To accommodate the removal of the boundaries we allow the agent to wrap around the
environment once it reaches the edge; such that it appears at the opposite side of the environment, in the direction
it was facing. We include details of the WRAP function here, as it provides us with a small example with which to
illustrate the use of embedded C code.
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Fig. 11. Examples of the WRAP function
The WRAP function uses the angle at which the agent exits the environment to calculate the farthest point on
the environment, opposite the exit point, at which to reposition the agent.
In Fig. 11 we illustrate the wrap function in two scenarios. In the first, since the agent is able to drive
continuously along the same trajectory, it wraps to the point at the edge of the environment diametrically opposite
the point at which it left. In the second, the agent emerges at the point vertically below its point of exit. Hence,
the agent is never reorientated unless it interacts with an obstacle.
The Promela implementation of the WRAP function, incorporating embedded C code is given in Fig. 12. The
code simply tries to place the agent as far as possible from where it is on the other side of the environment. It
does this using a for loop, checking each generated position until it finds one that is within the boundary of the
environment.
4.2. Verification of the Explicit model
We are concerned with whether the agents manage to learn to avoid obstacles. To assess this we define two
properties using LT L formulas. The properties are as follows.
• φ1: The signal produced from the proximal sensors will eventually stay zero, indicating that the agent is now
only using its distal sensors.
• φ2: The learning value eventually stabilises, indicating that the agent has finished learning (i.e. stopped crash-
ing).
These properties are defined in terms of the variables in our Promela specification thus:
φ1 : 〈〉[](!p)
φ2 : [](omegaD < MAX OMEGAD)
In property φ1, p is a proposition defining a proximal reaction. Specifically p is defined as ((sig> 6) ||
(sig< −6)) where sig is a variable denoting the signal difference between the agent’s sensors and takes integer
values in the range [−6, 6]. The extreme values indicate a proximal reaction.
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Fig. 12. WRAP function
In property φ2, the constant MAX OMEGAD represents the maximum level of learning possible for a particular
model. The property allows us to show that eventually learning will cease (and the agent will avoid obstacles
without the need to further increase its turning angle). Although any (finite) value of MAX OMEGAD for which φ2
were true would allow us to show this, we find the smallest appropriate value. We do this via a series of simpler
verifications, in which an initially over-approximated value is decreased to the point at which the property is no
longer true. We can not determine this value using a single verification, as SPIN only allows us to prove that a
property holds for all paths, or fails for at least one.
It would be possible to include an additional state variable in the model that would remove the need for
calculating MAX OMEGAD. That is, C code variable pLearn could be tracked as a state variable. This variable is set
to 1 whenever learning occurs, and to 0 after learning. We could define an alternate property 〈〉[](pLearn  0)
stating that eventually pLearn remains equal to 0 (i.e., learning stabilises).
The drawback of tracking pLearn as a state variable is that it will increase the state-space of the model. For
this reason we decided to not use this and to use property φ2 instead.
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Fig. 13. Environments E1–E6
Property φ1 was checked and shown to be false for an example environment. Initially, it was suggested that
this indicated that the agent was unable to learn to avoid colliding with obstacles. However, examination of a
counter-example revealed an error due to the fact that there had been a head on collision, with the obstacle passing
undetected through the antennae. This prompted us to define new property φ′1 that relates proximal reactions
to corresponding distal reactions. The counter-example for property φ1 also led to a discussion with the robot
designers about the effectiveness of the parameter values in the physical system.
Property φ′1 is defined thus:
φ′1 : 〈〉[](p− >!d )
Here p is the proposition defining a proximal reaction as before and d a proposition defining a corresponding
distal reaction. Specifically d is defined as ((prevSig > −6)&&(prevSig < 6)&&(prevSig!  0)), where
prevSig is a variable recording the previous value of the signal difference between the agent’s sensors. This
property is shown to be true for our set of example environments.
As an illustration, properties φ′1 and φ2 were verified on six automatically generated environments with
fixed diameter, 400 units. Note that the properties are included in the Promela specification (see Fig. 10) by
uncommenting the appropriate line. Each model has the same environmental density (in that in all cases no
two obstacles can be in contact with the agent at any time), but a different distribution of obstacles. The six
environments used for the verifications are shown in Fig. 13. These indicate the starting locations of the models.
The agent is in the centre facing East, and the obstacles are shown as hollow, grey circles. Instructions for creating
a set of suitable environments for a given environment diameter and maximum number of obstacles is available
from our appendix via our website [KMP].
Verification results for the models associated with the environments shown in Fig. 13 are presented in Table 3,
where the column labelled Env denotes the environment used. The value of MAX OMEGAD (required for property
φ2) is calculated separately for each environment. In all cases the density condition: that no two obstacles can be
in the cone of influence of the agent at any time, is satisfied. Note that in environments E3 and E4 the maximum
learning weight achieved is zero. This is not because the agents don’t interact with the obstacles, but because
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Table 3. Verification results for the Explicit model
Env MAX OMEGAD Stored states Max search depth Time (s)
E1 1 268,974 537,947 0.25
E2 1 149,900 299,799 0.14
E3 0 670 1339 0.00
E4 0 78,602 157,203 0.07
E5 1 216,692 433,383 0.21
E6 1 61,100 122,199 0.06
those interactions don’t involve contact with their distal sensors. The prior contact with the distal sensors is the
key component of ICO learning; therefore, without it no learning takes place.
In E3 and E4, the agents have continuous collisions with an obstacle; they turn 90◦ on each impact, and then
repeat the collision from a different angle. Hence, these models get locked into repetitive sequences of collisions
and therefore exhibit no variance in behaviour (no learning). In E6, although there is an initial collision (hence
learning does occur in this case) the agent quickly settles into a cyclic path. As a consequence, the state-spaces for
these models are lower than the others. This is an interesting observation for an individual environment; though,
as the number of obstacles is increased then the likelihood of this decreases. In fact, for this type of environment,
this scenario is not useful if learning is to be assessed.
Table 3 also shows the total number of states stored when verifying the properties. As discussed above, in
E3 and E4, the number of stored states is low relative to the other models because of the lack of learning and
distal reactions in these models and in E6 the number of stored states is again low because the agent very quickly
adopts a regular, cyclic pattern of movement after learning. TheMax search depth is the length of the longest path
explored when verifying the property. On the right of the table the time taken to run each verification is displayed
in seconds. We verified our properties using SPIN version 6.4.3. Properties φ′1 and φ2 were successfully verified for
each model. In all cases, the number of stored states, the maximum search depth and the elapsed time were the
same for both properties (this was not true when using older versions of SPIN). We allowed for a maximum search
depth of up to 1 million. This required 128 Mb for the resulting hash table. The memory required for the stored
states was less than 56 Mb in each case.
As can be seen from our results, verifying our properties for each of the example environments is neither time
or space intensive. Indeed, as an illustration of how slowly the state-space grows, consider the effect of increasing
the diameter of the environment from 400 units to 230,000 units, in a case where there is one obstacle, that is not
placed in the initial path of the agent (so there is never a collision, the agent just repeatedly covers a straight path
along the middle of the environment, wrapping when necessary). The number of stored states increases from 806
to 460,000 but (as the size of the search stack does not need to be increased in this range and the memory required
to store the states is so small), the total memory required only increases from 182 Mb to 305 Mb. Eventually of
course, if the environment were to be expanded further, the size of the stack would need to be be increased, and
the memory requirement would increase accordingly.
Crucially, it is not possible to verify properties for all environments satisfying the density condition. For any
fixed size of environment (above a presumedminimum) there is a finite number of suitable obstacle configurations,
but there are infinitely many sizes of environments to consider.
5. The Abstract model
In this section we describe the concept behind our Abstract model and how it is derived from the Explicit model.
Model checking allows us to check all behaviours of a system with a given set of initial conditions. In our
example this means that for every individual environment (i.e. environment size and placement of the obstacles),
and every learning rate, we need a different Promela specification and verification. In this section we describe
how we create an abstract model which allows us to represent a class of environments in a single model (the class
being all environments for which the minimum distance between obstacles is large enough to ensure that no two
obstacles appear within the cone of influence at any time). A new model is still required per learning rate, as the
response of the agent to an obstacle depends on this rate.
Our abstraction relies on the fact that, at any state, atomic propositions occurring in properties of interest (in
our case, properties φ′1 and φ2) refer only to the agent’s current position, direction of movement, and the position
of any obstacle (if indeed there is one) within its cone of influence. Hence, calculating the agent’s next position
is independent of the coordinates and orientation of the agent relative to any explicit environment (i.e. it is the
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Fig. 14. Equivalent positions of the agent in various environments. Associated states are merged in the abstraction
relative position of any obstacle that matters), or the number of obstacles elsewhere in that environment. For this
reason, any state of the Abstract model can be represented by a state where the agent is in the default position,
with any obstacle in the same relative position. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 14.
In our Abstract model the agent is in the default position at every state. The dimensions of the cone of
influence are shown in Fig. 1 and only the cone of influence in the default position is modelled, not an entire
environment with given radius and fixed obstacles, as in the Explicit model. In this case the movement of the
agent is represented by the movement of any obstacle (i.e. relative to the centre of the agent). This is illustrated
within the dashed box on the right hand side of Fig. 8. Note that, as explained in Sect. 2.3, in the Explicit model
all configurations are mapped to the default position, obstacles moved relative to the agent, and then a reverse
mapping used to calculate the new position of the agent. The difference here is that there is no translation, all
calculations are done in the default configuration, and—most importantly—non-determinism is used to allow
us to model all possible environments (of any size and up to the given density) within a single model. There is a
clear relationship between the Explicit and Abstract models. The difference is, however, that a range of scenarios
for the Explicit model in a fixed environment are merged to a single situation in the Abstract model. Figure 14
illustrates a range of scenarios where the agent’s situation in an Explicit model is equivalent to one scenario when
using the default configuration in the Abstract model (centre of figure).
Our Abstract model incorporates a further level of abstraction by way of non-determinism. If there is no
obstacle within the cone of influence at a given state s , the next state is chosen non-deterministically as either
s (representing any other position at which there is no obstacle within the cone of influence), or any state s for
which there is an obstacle at the boundary of the cone of influence. This further level of abstraction means that a
single Abstract model not only condenses several views of a single environment into a single view, but abstracts
all environments with a given density (i.e. all associated sets of initial conditions) into a single model.
5.1. Promela specification of the Abstract model
A fragment of our Promela specification for the Abstract model containing the proctype declaration moving,
representing the movement of an agent in the cone of influence, is shown in Fig. 15a. For comparison, we have
included the relevant fragment of our Promela specification for the Explicit model containing the agent proctype
declaration alongside it, in Fig. 15a. Note that all of our code is available from our website [KMP].
At each execution of the loop, the behaviour of the agent is determined by whether there is an obstacle within
the cone of influence (freeSpace==0) and whether a collision has just occurred (obDist<=30). If there is no
obstacle within the cone of influence then the GENERATE NEW OB inline causes the agent to either continue in
free space, or for a new obstacle to appear at the boundary of the cone of influence in front of the agent. If a
collision has just occurred, then the agent is assumed to have turned 90◦ to avoid it. In our Abstract model this
is represented by the agent remaining stationary and the obstacle moving out of the cone of influence. Since we
assume that there can only be one obstacle in the cone at a given time (see Sect. 2.3), the agent either moves into
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active proctype moving()
{
do
:: ((obDist <= 30) || (freeSpace == 1)) ->
atomic{GENERATE_NEW_OB();};
:: ((obDist > 30) && (freeSpace == 0)) ->
d_step{AB_RESPOND_TO_OB_BY_TURNING();};
d_step{AB_MOVE_FORWARD();AB_LEARN();};
od;
}
proctype agent()
{
do
:: (doWrap==0) ->
d_step{SCAN_APPROACHING_OBS();
RESPOND(); MOVE_AGENT();
HEAD_ON()
}
:: (doWrap==1) ->
d_step{WRAP()}
od;
}
(b)(a)
Fig. 15. Fragments of Promela code for a Abstract and b Explicit models
free space, or a new obstacle appears somewhere on the boundary of the cone of influence in front of the agent.
This is again achieved via the GENERATE NEW OB inline.
If the agent is not in free space, but has not collided with an obstacle, then it checks for signals on its sensors
and turns if required. These actions are controlled by the AB RESPOND TO OB BY TURNING inline. It then moves
forward via the AB MOVE FORWARD inline. The impact of these actions will be a new position of the obstacle either
inside or outside of the cone of influence. Finally, if the new sensor signals indicate that learning is appropriate,
the learning weight (omegaD) is incremented by the learning rate (LAMBDA), via the AB LEARN inline.
5.2. Proof that our abstraction is sound
Our Abstract model was constructed using intuition: in the Explicit model we translate the cone of influence
associated with an agent in a given position to one in the default position to do our calculations, so modelling
only the cone of influence in the default position seemed legitimate. Similarly, by allowing obstacles to appear in
the cone of influence non-deterministically seemed to be a sensible way to cover all possible environments rather
than modelling them individually. However, in the context of a formal verification technique it is important to
prove formally that our abstraction is sound. To do this, we show that our Abstract model simulates any Explicit
model, with respect to our properties φ′1 and φ2.
We need to prove that satisfaction of an LT L property for the Abstract model implies its satisfaction for any
Explicit model with an environment in the specified class. In this section we use the term model to denote the
underlying Kripke structure (see Definition 2.1) associated with a Promela specification.
In order to prove that satisfaction of an LT L formula φ for the Abstract model MR implies its satisfaction
for any Explicit model ME with an environment within the defined class, we must demonstrate that there is a
φ-simulation relation, Hφ , between our models such that ME φ MR. Therefore, we need to determine that the
relation Hφ (i.e. the set of pairs of states (sEn , sRn )) satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.2.
Beforewe define ourφ-simulation, we recall how transitions in theExplicitmodel are performed by translating
the state to one in which the agent is in the default position (via translation function T1) and performing a
(deterministic) transition in the default position via transition function fR. This transition is determined from
the position of an obstacle relative to the centre of the agent and from the agent’s turn, movement, and learning.
The relative position of the obstacle is used to calculate the new sensor difference signal, denoted in the code
as sig. The learning weight is denoted omegaD. Once a new state in the default configuration is calculated, it is
then translated the back to the original configuration (after movement) via translation function T2, using a key,
Kn . This is illustrated in Fig. 16. Note that function T1 is described in detail in Sect. 3.1. We do not provide full
details of functions T2 or fR here, but both are described in full in [Kir14].
Figure 17 illustrates the relationship between our Explicit and Abstract models. A state in the Explicit model
is mapped to a state in the Abstract model via translation function T ′1. We also define a translation relation T
′
2
which relates any state in the Abstract model to all states in the Explicit model which translate to it via T ′1.
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Fig. 16. Transitions in the Explicit model. Grey arrows indicate translations between original states and states in default configuration, and
black arrows indicate transitions
Fig. 17. Relationship between Explicit and Abstract models. Grey arrows indicate translations between models (dashed lines indicate one-to-
many relationship) and black arrows indicate transitions within models
Consider transition (sEn , sEn+1) in the left model (ME ). State sEn is mapped to a state sRn in the right model
(MR) using function T ′1, and then there is a transition from sRn to sRn+1 via FR.
Note that sEn and sRn , and sEn+1 and sRn+1 can be matched because their cone of influence representations
hold the same information. Specifically, the relative position between an agent and an obstacle is the same in
both the Explicit and Abstract model representations. Therefore, the antenna signals (sig and prevSig) and the
learning weight omegaD are also the same—as they are only affected by the relative position of an obstacle.
We define our Explicit and Abstract models formally in Definition 5.1, then prove that there is a simulation
relation between them (Theorem 5.1).
Definition 5.1 The Explicit and Abstract models are
ME  (APE ,SE , sE0 ,FE ,LE ) and
MR  (APR,SR, sR0 ,FR,LR)
where:
• For all sE ∈ SE , sE is a tuple of realisations of variables eA, eD , rA, aDif and lW where eA and eD are the
coordinates of the current position, rA the direction of movement, aDif the difference between the antenna
signals, and lW the current learning weight of the agent. Initial state sE0 is (0, 0, 0, 0, lW0) where lW0 is the
initial learning weight. Transition relation FE is defined thus:
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Fig. 18. Relationship between sets SR , S 1R , S
2
R and S
3
R
FE  {(sE , T2(fR(T1(sE ))) for some Kn )}
for all sE ∈ SE , where fR is a function mapping states in the projection to the default position to a new
position in the default position, and T1 and T2 are functions projecting states to and from the default position
(see Sect. 3).
• For all sR ∈ SR, sR is a tuple of realisations of variables relA, relD , aDif and lW , where relA and relD are
the coordinates of any obstacle in the cone of influence of the agent. If there is no such obstacle, relA and
relD have (default) value 0 and sR is said to be a free-space state. Define disjoint sets S 1R and S
2
R, and set
S 3R ⊂ S 1R, where S 2R is the set of free-space states in SR, S 1R  SR\S 2R, and S 3R ⊂ S 1R is the set of all states
for which there is an obstacle at the boundary of the cone of influence (see Fig. 18). For any state sR ∈ S 2R
we define set P (sR) to be the set containing sR and all elements of S 3R with the same values of aDif and lW
as sR. Variables aDif and lW are as for the Explicit model. Initial state sR0 is (0, 0, 0, lW0) where, as for the
Explicit model, lW0 is the initial learning weight. Transition relation FR is defined thus:
FR 
{
(sR, fR(sR)) : sR ∈ S 1R
} ∪
⋃
sR∈S 2R
⋃
s ′R∈P (sR)
(sR, s ′R)
Theorem 5.1 If φ a property defined over APE ∩ APR, then MR φ-simulates ME .
Proof SE and SR contain states of the form sE  (eA, eD, rA, aDif , lW ) and sR  (relA, relD, aDif , lW )
respectively. Initial states are (0, 0, 0, 0, lW0) and (0, 0, 0, lW0). Let function T ′1 : SE → SR be defined thus:
T ′1(sE )  T1(sE ) if at state sE there is an obstacle in the cone of influence, and T ′1(sE )  (0, 0, aDif , lW ), where
aDif , and lW are the values of aDif and lW in state sE , otherwise. Define translation relation T ′2  {(sR, sE ) :
sR ∈ SR, sE ∈ SE and T ′1(sE )  sR}. Note that if, for some key Kn , T2(sR)  sE , then (sR, sE ) ∈ T ′2.
Let φ be a property defined over APE ∩ APR and let Hφ ⊂ (SE × SR)  {(sE ,T ′1(sE )) : sE ∈ SE }. We
show that Hφ is a φ-simulation between ME and MR for which Hφ(sE0, sR0 ). From the definition of T ′1, clearly
Hφ(sE0, sR0 ) and for all (sE , sR) ∈ H , Lφ(sE )  Lφ(sR). Let us assume that for some state sEn , Hφ(sEn , sRn ) and
that (sEn , sEn+1) ∈ FE .
If there is an obstacle in the cone of influence at state sEn then sRn  T ′1(sEn )  T1(sEn ) and sRn ∈ S 1R.
Hence, by the definition of FR, (sRn , fR(sRn )) ∈ FR, i.e. (sRn , sRn+1) ∈ FR, where sRn+1  fR(T1(sEn )). By the
definition of FE , sEn+1  T2(fR(T1(sEn )) (for some key Kn ) which is T2(sRn+1). So (sRn+1, sEn+1) ∈ T ′2, and
T ′1(sEn+1)  sRn+1. Hence (sEn+1, sRn+1) ∈ Hφ .
If there is no obstacle in the cone of influence then T ′1(sEn )  sRn where sRn ∈ S 2R. By the definition of
FE , sEn+1  T2(fR(T1(sEn ))), for some key Kn . Now, when there is no obstacle in the cone of influence of sEn ,
fR(T1(sEn )) is either a free-space state or a state with an obstacle at boundary of the cone of influence.Hence sEn+1
is a state in theoriginal configurationwith either noobstacle in the coneof influence, or anobstacle at theboundary
of the cone of influence, and with values of aDif and lW as for sEn . In the Abstract model, sRn  T ′1(sEn ) is a
free-space state with the same values of aDif and lW as in sEn . By definition, FR ⊇ {(sRn , s ′R) : s ′R ∈ P (sRn )}.
Let sRn+1 be the state in P (sRn ) for which (sRn+1, sEn+1) ∈ T ′2. Then T ′1(sEn+1)  sRn+1 and (sEn+1, sRn+1) ∈ Hφ .

5.3. Verification of the Abstract model
We check properties φ′1 and φ2, as defined in Sect. 4.2. Verifying only properties φ
′
1 and φ2 is sufficient to jus-
tify our abstraction technique, however verifying other properties is possible (providing we can demonstrate a
suitable φ-simulation). Property φ′1 states that the agent will eventually avoid all obstacles that it contacts with
its distal sensors and, hence, has learnt successful distal avoidance behaviour. Property φ2 states that the agent
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will eventually be equal to, or less than its maximum level of learning (that learning stabilises). Note that addi-
tional verifications are still required to calculate the maximum level of learning—here the maximum level is 6
(MAX OMEGAD  6).
As with the Explicit models, verification was successful. In this case, there is only one verification required
for each property—as opposed to running verifications on a set of explicit environments. The learning rate is
again assumed to be 1. The minimum value of MAX OMEGAD (for property to hold) is 6 and for both properties
the number of stored states is 11,813, the maximum search depth is 28,617, and the elapsed time is 0.07 seconds.
From property φ′1 we can infer that in all variations of this type of environment, the agent eventually learns
to stop all avoidable collisions. Hence, we assert that eventually it is always the case that if an agent detects an
obstacle with a distal sensor it will avoid it.
Property φ2 is verified with a maximum learning level of 6. We infer from this that responding to obstacles to
this extent (with this level of learning) is sufficient to avoid all collisions for this type of environment—collisions
that are detectable with distal sensors.
The representation of an Explicit model provides an exact cut off point as to when an agent will finish learning
for a particular environment. This precise evaluation is important when using a specific environment. However,
the Abstract model provides guarantees that have a much broader scope; i.e., wherever this system is deployed,
if the environment fits the given specification, then we know that it will work correctly.
6. Extensions to the approach
The presentation in this paper is deliberately limited to a very simple case, namely one agent in a fixed size
environment, with a variable number of obstacles. The number of obstacles and environment size can be changed
easily by altering the value of constants.
The Promela models are structured in such a way that they can be easily modified to verify different scenarios
(more agents, different sized obstacles etc.). More details of the different possible scenarios have been discussed
in [KMPD13].
All of our models assume that the system is well-behaved, i.e. that there is no uncertainty in the system. This is
a little unrealistic: for example the turn angle is highly dependent on the current, often highly unpredictable, state
of the battery. We could extend our approach to include this type of uncertainty by using probabilistic models
which can be analysed using a probabilistic model checker, such as Prism [HKNP06].
Currentlymodels are created byhand, but a simple next stepwould be to allowdifferentmodels to be generated
automatically by updating a fixed set of parameters.
7. Related work
There are several avenues of research which have some overlap with our analysis of agent-based learning systems.
We discuss some of these in this section, highlighting the differences with our approach.
The subject of motion planning for robots considers similar goals to ours (such as obstacle avoidance)
[FGKGP09]. As with our work, the focus is on having formal guarantees that the continuous motion of a
robot satisfies a specific temporal logic formula. However the approach to calculating the motion of the robot
is discretised such that the robot only has macro movements between cellular divisions of an environment. In
addition, the position of the robot within an environment and the specific sequence of movements are of greater
importance than with our models (e.g., did the robot move around the environment in the correct order, from
area r1 to r2, to r3, etc?). This approach is extended in [GJD13], where real-time information about the system
is gathered during operation, which allows preliminary plans to be verified and revised.
Verificationof anagent-based system is also considered in thedomainofhuman-robot interaction in [SDDF12,
WDF+15]. Here the scenario of robot helpers is discussed, where these systems are represented in the multi-agent
modelling, simulation, and development environment, Brahms [Sie01]. Like our approach, Promela and SPIN are
used to formally verify system properties. However, in order to verify with SPIN an automatic converter from
Brahms to Promela is used.
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There has been considerable work done analysing multi-agent systems by using Kripke modelling techniques.
In [JTZW06] the behaviour of Unmanned Ariel Vehicles (UAVs) is formally analysed in the design phase through
Kripke modelling and then model checking. Specifically, a group of UAVs are formalised with a Kripke model,
then properties of communication between the UAVs are expressed in temporal logic and verified using model
checking tools. In [Hum13] a detailed description of Promela and the use of SPIN to verify scenarios involving
a team of UAVs is presented. This work demonstrates the usefulness of a step-by-step description of the use of
SPIN. They do not however use embedded embedded C or use (and justify) abstraction like we do. In [HIM+16]
probabilistic model checking is used to verify properties of a simple UAV using a simulationmodel as guide. They
do not provide an abstraction, or justify the link between the simulation model and the probabilistic (Prism)
model.
In [KB06, KB07], multiple agents act as a swarm system where they are analysed in hierarchical layers of
abstraction in order to use temporal logic to formally capture behavioural information (for a specific layer of
abstraction). In the case study presented in [KB06], swarm robots navigate an environment via specific locations
while avoiding: colliding with other swarmmembers, crashing into large polygonal obstacles, andmoving outside
a given area of a swarm cluster. These papers present a fully automated framework in which swarm-robot control-
laws can be constructed, where controlling the essential features of a swarm is dealt with as a model checking
problem.
Similar work on swarm systems uses model checking to verify whether given temporal logic properties are
satisfied by all possible behaviours of a swarm [DWFZ12]. Here the focus is on a particular swarm control
algorithm which has been used and tested on real systems. The algorithm is refined using temporal analysis via
model checking. This process of refinement involves iterating from highly abstract models to much more detailed
models which are, ideally, to a level of detail equivalent to that of the real systems. In [AICE15] an approach
similar to ours of viewing the system from the robot’s perspective in order to reduce the size of the state-space was
used. Our research shares the concept of applying temporal analysis via model checking to an already existing
system (using it as a reference point to assess results and refine models). A recent survey [FDW13] addresses the
more general question of how to verify autonomous systems behaviours.
In [KDF12] probabilistic model checking is applied to swarm systems. Model checking is proposed as an
alternative to the commonanalysis of simulation—aswealsoadvocate. In this case, theprobabilisticmodel checker
Prism is used to verify formulas relating to the behaviours of the swarms systems. In particular, the energy usage
of a foraging swarm colony is analysed. Probabilistic model checking is also used to verify prescriptive models of
swarm system in [BBDB14]. The models act as a blue-print for eventual implementation. The use of abstraction
to verify robot swarms is investigated in [KL15]. This work uses a counter-abstraction approach, which is suitable
for multi-agent systems for which properties are composed of atomic statements describing the number of agents
in a given state. This type of abstraction is not suitable for single agent systems, or systems composed of only a
few agents.
Although much of this related work applies similar analysis and techniques that we use, it does not, however,
completely overlap with our research. Much of the work agrees with our assertion of the common approach
of simulation being insufficient to formally verify given properties of a system, and each also proposes model
checking as a potential solution. In our work we uniquely focus on the modelling of an unsupervised learning
algorithm (ICO learning) as part of the agent in our model. We also utilise Promela’s embedded C code to
provided highly detailed models of our systems without producing intractable state-spaces. This removes the
need to apply the methodology of using hierarchical levels of abstraction, or alternate specialised languages, in
order to formally analyse properties of our system.
In [KMPD13] we introduced the idea of using model checking to analyse a robot system with learning.
Whereas in that paper we were concerned with introducing the concept of model checking to a non-formal
audience as a way to compliment the traditional simulation approach, here we focus more on the details. We
describe in detail the use of embedded C code within Promela and use it to allow for an accurate representation of
robot movement.We also include a full proof of our abstraction technique that allows us to capture the behaviour
of many environments within a single model.
8. Conclusion and future work
Model checking is an established technique for verifying finite state systems. SPIN is a popular open source model
checker that has been freely available for over 20 years, and whose development has been influenced by its wide
community of users. Although SPIN is one of the more straightforward formal verification tools (it is often used
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in the teaching of undergraduate formal methods courses, for example), it is not always possible to use the basic
tool alone in order to verify the behaviour of complex systems. In this paper we describe two more advanced
techniques that enhance the power of model checking with SPIN, namely the use of embedded C code within a
Promela specification (to allow us to accurately reflect robotmovement), and abstractionwith proof of soundness.
Our abstraction allows us to model a whole class of environments (with varying environment sizes and obstacle
placement) using a single model.Without it, robot behaviour in any two different environments must bemodelled
using a separate Promela specification.
We illustrate these techniques using a real case study, namely the verification of a robot system with learning.
We have made several simplifying assumptions about our system. For example, we assume that only one obstacle
at a time can appear in the cone of influence of a robot, there is only one robot within the environment, and the
obstacles are all of uniform size and shape. In order to illustrate our technique these assumptions were necessary,
but their relaxation would require very little adjustment to our models. In future work we aim to automate the
generation of models, reusing as much of the C code as possible, to allow more complex environments and robot
configurations to be considered.
The use of model checking using embedded C code to accurately reflect the result of learning applies well to
this type of learning system: each level of learning is uniquely categorised by the robot’s response, so leading to
a finite state system. We believe that the approach can be applied to other learning systems where learning leads
to a finite set of (new) behaviours.
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License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and repro-
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